Pleistocene megafaunal interaction networks became more vulnerable after human arrival
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The end of the Pleistocene was marked by the extinction of almost all large land mammals worldwide except in Africa. Although the debate on Pleistocene extinctions has focused on the roles of climate change and humans, the impact of perturbations depends on properties of ecological communities, such as species composition and the organization of ecological interactions. Here, we combined palaeoecological and ecological data, food-web models and community stability analysis to investigate if differences between Pleistocene and modern mammalian assemblages help us understand why the megafauna died out in the Americas while persisting in Africa. We show Pleistocene and modern assemblages share similar network topology, but differences in richness and body size distributions made Pleistocene communities significantly more vulnerable to the effects of human arrival. The structural changes promoted by humans in Pleistocene networks would have increased the likelihood of unstable dynamics, which may favour extinction cascades in communities facing extrinsic perturbations. Our findings suggest that the basic aspects of the organization of ecological communities may have played an important role in major extinction events in the past. Knowledge of community-level properties and their consequences to dynamics may be critical to understand past and future extinctions.

1. Introduction

The end of the Pleistocene was marked by an extinction event (the late Quaternary extinction, LQE) that led to the demise of large vertebrates, affecting the organization of ecosystems worldwide [1,2]. The greatest impact was on the mammalian megafauna (more than or equal to 44 kg) with the extinction of more than 100 genera [2,3]. The LQE was particularly severe in Australia and the Americas where more than 70% of the megafauna genera perished [2]. Africa retains the remnants of these, once widespread, large-mammal assemblages (including megaherbivores with body mass more than 1000 kg; [4]). The debate on the main causes of the LQE is not settled [2]. Most studies on the Pleistocene extinctions focus on external triggers for the extinctions [5,6], such as direct [1,7] and indirect [2,8] impacts of humans, climate change [9] and combinations thereof [3,10]. However, both empirical and theoretical work support the notion that community organization, as determined by species composition and ecological interactions, dictates how perturbations propagate through the ecological community, determining the fate of populations [11–13]. Therefore, the answer for why megafauna died out almost everywhere except Africa could reside not only in the...
perturbations themselves, but also in the intrinsic properties of Pleistocene large-mammal assemblages. Theory predicts that basic features of ecological systems have large effects on the way perturbations propagate [14]. Specifically, species richness, the number and strength of interactions and the way interactions are distributed among species affect if population densities within a community will re-establish (stability) or diverge (instability) after a perturbation [15–17]. Although unstable communities are not necessarily destined to collapse, if communities are unstable or populations take too long to re-establish, fluctuations may reduce populations to critically low densities, making them vulnerable to demographic stochasticity and local extinction [18]. Therefore, rather than an absolute description of how vulnerable an ecological community is or was, examining the stability of ecological communities with different structural properties provides a comparative assessment of the vulnerability of different systems to perturbations. Qualitative stability analysis provides a theoretical framework to infer how the organization of ecological communities affects stability [14–19]. Despite the simplifying assumptions of qualitative stability analysis, this approach predicts different aspects of empirical ecological communities [20–22], including empirical sequences of extinctions, bringing insights on the disassembly of ecological communities [23].

Here, we combine palaeontological and ecological data, food-web models, stability analysis, and extinction and introduction simulations to explore the role of species interactions in shaping the dynamics of past and present assemblages of large mammals. Despite the insights brought about by indirect evidence of interactions [24] and methods such as isotope analysis [25], determining who interacted with whom in palaeoecological communities is challenging [13]. To account for the uncertainty inherent to any characterization of ecological networks, we used body mass information and a probabilistic network model [23,26] (figure 1) to generate an ensemble of potential predator–prey networks depicting interactions among Pleistocene large mammals in the Americas (electronic supplementary material, table S1). After cross-validating the reconstructed networks with palaeoecological data (electronic supplementary material, Appendix S1), we investigated the topology of reconstructed networks and used local stability analysis [15,17] to examine whether differences in the organization of species interactions offer insights on why large-mammal assemblages collapsed in North and South America, but persisted in Africa. Finally, to understand possible effects of human arrival to the Americas, we tested how the invasion by a new predator would impact community dynamics in different locations by altering community organization.

2. Material and methods

(a) Large-mammal assemblages

We searched the literature and the Paleobiology Database (http://paleobiodb.org/; accessed May 2013) for Pleistocene fossil assemblages for which the composition, chronology and taphonomy suggest an actual community of interacting species. We avoided sites with a mammalian fauna that seemed too incomplete based on our knowledge of Pleistocene faunas more generally, or those with dates that were too unconstrained, which would have yielded time-averaged assemblages. We ended up with five Late Pleistocene sites in North America and four sites in South America (electronic supplementary material, table S1 and data S1). Because we are interested in interactions among large mammals, we established systematic criteria to determine which species to consider. We
considered only mammalian herbivores larger than 5 kg, which are more likely to be preyed upon by the carnivores that make up the large-mode of the body size distribution [27,28]. Accordingly, we only included carnivore species larger than 10 kg. In this way, we avoided including carnivores such as small felids, which rely mainly on rodents and other small prey and probably played a minor role in the predator–prey dynamics of large mammalian assemblages. Therefore, we considered here only the large-mammal assemblages within communities, which form cohesive compartments in the food webs [29]. Although these species may be involved in multiple types of interactions such as cooperative interactions in mixed herds or intraguild predation, we focus here on the trophic interactions between carnivores and herbivores.

We obtained information on the body mass of Pleistocene mammals from compiled data available in the literature [30]. When no body mass estimate was available for a given species, we used the average body mass of species within the same genus. For the comparisons with modern systems, we used three mammalian assemblages from Africa for which we have information on observed predator–prey interactions (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(b) Reconstructing predator–prey interaction networks

Here, we adopt the reasonable assumption that ancient and extant large-mammal assemblages are organized by similar processes [4]. Thus, a model that is able to reproduce interaction patterns between African large mammals should be appropriate to reconstruct Pleistocene networks with a realistic structure. Because body mass is often considered a key trait in determining species interactions [31], including predator–prey interactions between terrestrial mammals [27,28,32], we parametrized network models using body mass. Therefore, prior to the reconstruction of Pleistocene networks, we used data on the interactions between large-mammals in three locations in Africa (electronic supplementary material, table S1) to test the performance of two different models—the probabilistic niche model (PNM) and the log ratio model (LRM)—in reproducing observed large-mammal interaction patterns. Because the performance of the LRM was better than that of the PNM (see Results), we used only the LRM to reconstruct Pleistocene networks. For information on the PNM, see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2.

The LRM is a statistical model that uses the log ratio of the body mass of predator and prey species as the explanatory variable [26]. The probability of interactions can be modelled as a logit regression:

\[
\log \frac{P(a_{ij} = 1)}{P(a_{ij} = 0)} = \alpha + \beta \log \left( \frac{m_i}{m_j} \right) + \gamma \log^2 \left( \frac{m_i}{m_j} \right),
\]

in which \(a_{ij}\) is a cell in the binary matrix \(A\) that depicts species interactions; \(a_{ij} = 1\), if there is an interaction between predator \(i\) and prey \(j\) and zero otherwise, and \(\alpha\), \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) are parameters to be estimated. The model has a quadratic polynomial term and, hence, the interaction probabilities form a Gaussian-like curve reflecting the idea of an optimal range for the predator. This formulation is consistent with other food-web models based on the niche concept such as the PNM [33]. Thus, the probability of an interaction between predator \(i\) and prey \(j\) given a particular parameter set \(\theta = (\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\) is

\[
P(i, j|\theta) = \frac{e^{\alpha + \beta \log(m_i/m_j) + \gamma \log^2(m_i/m_j)}}{1 + e^{\alpha + \beta \log(m_i/m_j) + \gamma \log^2(m_i/m_j)}}.
\]

For both models (the LRM and PNM), different parameter sets result in different probabilities of interaction. The maximum-likelihood parameter set is that which maximizes the log-likelihood:

\[
L(\theta|A) = \sum_i \sum_j \ln \left( \frac{P(i, j|\theta)}{1 - P(i, j|\theta)} \right) \text{ if } a_{ij} = 1 \left\{ \frac{P(i, j|\theta)}{1 - P(i, j|\theta)} \right\} \text{ if } a_{ij} = 0.
\]

We combined the simulated annealing optimization and the Latin hypercube sampling technique to find the parameter set that maximizes the likelihood of each model; see Pires & Guimarães [34] for a similar approach. To compare model performance, we used the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The model with the lowest relative value of AIC is the one showing the best fit to the data. To provide a straightforward characterization of the performance of the models in reproducing each predator–prey network between African large mammals, we also computed the fraction of presences and absences of pairwise interactions (1's and 0's in matrix \(A\)) each model correctly predicts when parametrized with the maximum-likelihood estimates:

\[
f_r(A|\theta) = \frac{\sum_i \sum_j a_{ij} P(i, j|\theta) (1 - a_{ij})(1 - P(i, j|\theta))}{\sum_i \sum_j a_{ij} + (1 - a_{ij})}.
\]

Previous studies using network models parametrized with body mass information showed body size alone is unable to predict interaction patterns of several species in food webs [26,35]. However, when focusing on smaller ‘subnetworks’, with only two trophic levels and fewer groups, as we did here, the performance of the models is greatly improved (see Results). A good fit of models parametrized only with body mass to a whole food web would indicate body size translates into interaction patterns in a similar way for different groups and different trophic levels, which seems unlikely. By contrast, our dataset includes only large mammalian predators, all carnivors, and prey, mostly ungulates. It is reasonable to assume that this smaller set of species obey similar rules regarding how body size relationships map into interaction patterns.

To generate Pleistocene predator–prey networks representing each site, we first defined the range of the three parameters \(\alpha\), \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) of the LRM. The extremes of the range of each parameter were the smallest and largest values found as MLEs for the three African sites. By doing so, we adopt the assumption that the constraints imposed on diet by the body mass relationship between predator and prey were similar in Pleistocene and modern African large-mammal communities [36]. Although we used the parameters estimated for the African networks, the parameters only determine how the probability of interactions is linked to body mass relationships. The number of predator and prey species and body mass distribution in each assemblage are the factors that determine network organization. To generate a network, we then sampled values of \(\alpha\), \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) within the defined range and computed all \(a_{ij}\) to obtain a matrix \(P\). Each matrix \(P\) was then used to generate a binary matrix, \(A\), depicting interactions among predator and prey species in each assemblage. Because this procedure envisages incorporating the uncertainty inherent to inferring interactions among extinct species, we generated \(10^5\) possible interaction networks for each site.

To cross-validate our procedure for reconstructing Pleistocene networks, we searched the literature for evidence of predator–prey interactions between the species considered here. We considered studies using different methods such as isotope analyses, indirect evidence of predation, reconstructions based on biomechanical constraints and palaeontological knowledge, and studies on interactions among surviving species (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1).
(c) Network topology
To characterize network topology, we focused on two topological properties: nestedness [37] and modularity [38]. Nestedness and modularity describe how interaction patterns overlap and are related to community dynamics [39]. Nestedness is high when the interactions of species with few interaction partners form a subset of the interactions of more connected species [40]. We used the metric NODF [37] to compute the degree of nestedness of each predator–prey network built using the model. NODF tends to 100 for highly nested networks and to zero when species show other non-random patterns of interaction [37].

Network modularity is high when the network has groups (modules) of highly connected species that are loosely connected to other species in the network [38]. To find the partition of a given network that maximizes within-module interactions relative to between-module interactions, we used a simulated annealing optimization algorithm implemented in the program MODULAR [41]. We computed modularity using a modularity index, herein M, designed specifically for bipartite networks [42]. M tends to 0 when between-module interactions largely exceed within-module interaction, and increases towards 1 when the network contains completely isolated modules. Because the number of species and interactions affects both NODF [37] and M [38], we computed the relative nestedness and modularity to allow comparisons across different networks [40]:

\[
N^* = \frac{N - \bar{N}_R}{\bar{N}_R} \quad \text{and} \quad M^* = \frac{M - \bar{M}_R}{\bar{M}_R},
\]

where N and M are the nestedness and modularity degrees of each network generated by the model, and \( \bar{N}_R \) and \( \bar{M}_R \) are the average nestedness and modularity of random networks with the same number of species and same average number of interactions, where all interactions are equiprobable [40]. With this null model approach, we are not aiming to test the significance of topological patterns, but to control for the statistical effects of connectance and species richness on these metrics so we are able to compare different assemblages.

(d) The community matrix and local stability analysis
To analyse the dynamical behaviour of large-mammal assemblages, we assume system dynamics can be approximated by a unspecified predator–prey model, where predators have a negative impact on prey populations, prey have a positive impact on predator populations and all populations are subject to density-dependent regulation. Under such a model, competition between predators is also implicitly included since predators affect each other indirectly by reducing the densities of shared prey.

Starting from each binary matrix \( A_{mn} \), we built an adjacency matrix \( Q \) of size \( S \times S \), where \( S \) is the total number of species (\( m + n \)). Each matrix cell, \( q_{ij} \), represents the effect of individuals of species \( i \) on the population of species \( j \) (interaction strength) around a feasible equilibrium [17]. Thus, \( Q \) can be viewed as an approximation to the Jacobian matrix [17] and, therefore, the dynamics of the potential communities under a small perturbation, such as fluctuations in population densities, are given by the real part of the leading eigenvalue, \( \lambda_{LE} \), of \( Q \) [17]. We computed the proportion of matrices with stable behaviour, \( \lambda_{EQ} < 0 \), as a measure of the probability that communities are stable, \( P_{se} \). For matrices presenting stable behaviour, we also computed the average time to return to equilibrium, \( \tau \sim 1/|\lambda_{EI}| \) [18]. To compute confidence intervals, we repeated analyses 100 times for each site.

Interaction strengths depend on the per capita effect of interactions and abundances of interacting species, but the specific way interaction strengths are estimated depends on the underlying dynamic model considered [43]. In the baseline analyses, we do not make any particular assumption on functional responses, so, instead of estimating interaction strengths from model parameters, we assigned values drawn from probability distributions [17] (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2, for further details on building \( Q \)). This approach allowed us to investigate how the combination of species composition and network topology of each site would affect dynamics without constraints of particular dynamic model assumptions. We then tested which characteristics of the assemblages were the most important in determining stability (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). The main drawback of studying dynamics without assuming a particular model is that we cannot evaluate the feasibility of the analysed equilibrium points [44]. To address this issue, we replicated the analyses assuming a Lotka–Volterra model and examined the stability of feasible equilibrium points alone [43] (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2).

Stability analysis only allows us to examine how a dynamical system at equilibrium behaves after small perturbations. However, despite its limited scope, stability analysis provides a comprehensive way to bridge structure and dynamics, since under this framework stability ultimately depends on the likelihood that the effects of perturbations spread across the elements of the system through their interactions [14]. The usefulness in connecting structure and dynamics is the reason for the ubiquity of stability analysis in the study of ecological systems [14, 16, 18, 23].

(e) Removal simulations
Unstable communities are not necessarily destined to collapse. A system may reach alternative states with different stability properties after rearranging. To find how changes in the species composition of a given site would impact community dynamics, we performed simulations removing species and recalculating the eigenvalues for the resulting community matrices. Starting from 100 community matrices per site, we removed species combined in groups of size \( k \) (\( 1 \leq k \leq S - 1 \)) and registered the change in \( \lambda_{LE} \). When the number of combinations for a given \( k \) exceeded \( 10^5 \), we tested \( 10^5 \) random combinations, otherwise we tested all possible combinations of species. We then registered the smallest change in species richness (measured as the difference in richness before and after removals) that resulted in the largest reduction in \( \lambda_{LE} \) relative to the original matrix. By doing this, we searched for assemblages that were stable, highly resilient, but retained a large number of species. We also registered the species composition that yielded the smallest \( \lambda_{LE} \) possible, i.e. the richness of predator and prey species that maximize resilience for each assemblage.

(f) The impact of human arrival on dynamics
To infer how the arrival of humans in the Americas would have affected community dynamics, we tested the impact of an additional predator on \( P_{se} \). Archaeological evidence suggests Late Pleistocene hunters were able to take down prey much larger than would be expected based on human average body size [45–47]. Hence, we simulated humans assuming their interaction patterns would be similar to those of large-sized predators such as Smilodon (average body mass: 250 kg). This assumption is supported by archaeological evidence [46]. Because humans may have actively exterminated large predators, we also tested the effect of humans on stability while considering humans had negative direct effects over other predators (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2, for further details).
The effects of humans may be due to their ability to feed on prey of different sizes or just because the networks are vulnerable to the addition of any predator. To control for the effect adding a predator could have on stability, we measured the effect of adding a small-sized predator (30 kg). We computed the effects of humans on stability as: 

$$P_{st}^{humans} - P_{st}^{control} = \frac{P_{st}^{humans} - P_{st}^{control}}{P_{st}^{control}}$$

where

$$P_{st}^{humans}$$ and $$P_{st}^{control}$$ are the probabilities of stability after and before the additions.

3. Results

To reconstruct Pleistocene predator–prey networks, we first tested the performance of two probabilistic network models (PNM and LRM) parameterized with body mass information in reproducing networks depicting interactions between African large mammals. Using only the number of predator and prey species and their average body mass as input parameters, the models were able to predict on average more than 70% of the interactions correctly (LRM: $$f = 0.83, 0.68, 0.74$$; PNM: $$f = 0.76, 0.70, 0.77$$; for the Kruger, Mala Mala and Serengeti datasets). The LRM had the best fit (lower AIC) for two of the three African networks (LRM: AIC = 68.82, 76.32, 72.30; PNM: AIC = 90.88, 85.74, 71.40) and was used to reconstruct the Pleistocene networks. These reconstructions using body mass relationships often yielded assemblages where large predators have broad and overlapping diets and smaller predators consume mainly the smallest herbivores in each site (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). These interaction patterns are consistent with those obtained from palaeoecological inferences using other methods such as isotope analyses or based on inferences from biomechanics and ecomorphology (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Thus, these models allowed us to reconstruct realistic interaction networks while encompassing the uncertainty of which interactions would have occurred in the past, as well as their expected variation across space and time, instead of assuming a single network topology.

We then focused on the structure of the reconstructed Pleistocene predator–prey networks and whether the composition of Pleistocene mammalian assemblages would be more likely to generate unstable dynamics when compared to modern mammalian assemblages in Africa. Using corrected indices, which control for variation in species richness and network connectance, we found no trend suggesting that the degree of nestedness or modularity of Pleistocene assemblages would be consistently higher or lower than those of modern African assemblages (figure 2). If we consider the absolute degrees of nestedness and modularity, high nestedness and low modularity characterized both Pleistocene and African large-mammal networks (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 and table S2). High nestedness means the resource use patterns of predators overlap asymmetrically and low modularity indicates predators cannot be grouped according to their prey preferences.

High nestedness and low modularity are often associated with lower stability in predator–prey interactions [39]. Analysing the dynamics of large-mammal assemblages, we found that Pleistocene assemblages were as prone to being unstable as modern African assemblages. The values of probability of stability, $$P_{st}$$, and average time to return to equilibrium, $$\tau$$, estimated for the African assemblages were within the range of values computed for Pleistocene assemblages (electronic supplementary material, tables S3 and S4). Multiple regression analyses (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2) showed that both $$P_{st}$$ ($$F_{2,9} = 53.63; R^2 = 0.90; p < 0.001$$) and $$\tau$$ ($$F_{2,9} = 68.85; R^2 = 0.92; p < 0.001$$) were well predicted by basic characteristics of each assemblage (electronic supplementary material, tables S5 and S6). Lower $$P_{st}$$ (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, table S5) and higher $$\tau$$ (electronic supplementary material, table S6) values were mainly associated with larger predator-richness and lower average body mass of prey species. These results hold if matrices are built under different assumptions, such as random interaction strengths, body-mass-driven interaction strengths or considering asymmetries in the magnitude of the effect of interactions for predators and prey (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S2 and tables S3–S6). We also found the main feature of the assemblages determining the probability of stability was predator richness when we assumed a Lotka–Volterra model and examined only feasible equilibrium points (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 and tables S5 and S6).

By simulating extinctions and looking at the dynamics of the resulting assemblages, we also found that assemblages with fewer predators (electronic supplementary material, figure S4) were more likely to be stable and more resilient (smaller $$\tau$$ values). Yet, for all sites, stable assemblages with the greatest resilience to small perturbations were simplified assemblages with low species richness, similar to present-day large-mammal assemblages in the Americas (electronic supplementary material, figure S5). Although these assemblages are more resilient when facing small perturbations, they show no redundancy and are thus extremely vulnerable to species loss.

We next looked at the impacts of human arrival on the dynamics of Pleistocene assemblages. We simulated assemblages as generalist predators capable of preying upon medium- and large-sized prey. Faunal assemblages with humans present were invariably more prone to instability and had longer return times than original communities, as expected from the destabilizing effects of increasing predator richness (figure 2). Although humans were already part of the food web in Pleistocene Africa, African assemblages can be used as a benchmark to assess the magnitude of the effect of humans on stability. Thus, we performed the same analysis on African assemblages for comparison. We found the arrival of humans should affect assemblages similar to modern African assemblages and Pleistocene assemblages in distinct ways. In the three African assemblages, the effects of humans on the probability of stability would be similar to the effect of adding a small predator (figure 3). Conversely, in American Pleistocene assemblages, the destabilizing effect of humans would be considerably larger (figure 3). Results are similar if we consider extinct Pleistocene African mammals as part of the African assemblages (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2, table S7 and figure S6). When we considered the possibility that humans directly impacted other predator populations, the destabilizing effects of added humans were greater, but the effects on modern assemblages were still smaller than on the Pleistocene assemblages (electronic supplementary material, figure S7).
4. Discussion

Our results suggest Pleistocene large-mammal assemblages were not intrinsically prone to be unstable when compared to modern African communities, but were more sensitive to the arrival of a large predator such as humans. Taken together, our findings reveal three important aspects of Pleistocene large-mammal assemblages likely to have contributed to shape Pleistocene extinction patterns.

First, we show how differences in the composition of large-mammal assemblages affect their response to perturbations. Large predators often have large dietary breadths and may interact strongly with many species [27,32]. By contrast, megaherbivores escape predation from most predators, interacting only weakly with the largest predators [32], and are controlled mainly by bottom-up processes [27]. As a consequence, large predators and large prey have opposite roles in community structure: large predators increase connectivity and have greater per capita interaction strength, whereas large herbivores contribute to a less connected community with weak interactions. Increased connectivity and stronger interactions reduce the stability of ecological communities [14,15,17]. Thus, the likelihood that the effects of a perturbation will spread throughout the community should be larger in a community with many large predators, but smaller in communities with many large herbivores. In our dataset, the average number of predator species is greater in North American than in South American Pleistocene sites. In general, Pleistocene faunas in North America had richer predator assemblages, whereas South American faunas had richer large-herbivore assemblages [6,48,49]. Although dates for Pleistocene fossils from South America are still sparse compared to North America, existing information indicates that the LQE took longer in South America than it did in North America [45,50]. Our findings suggest that the high diversity of large herbivores and the relatively lower diversity of predators might have favoured stability in South American assemblages. Stability analysis is not intended to predict the long-term outcomes of perturbations. Thus, lower probability of stability does not necessarily imply in higher likelihood of collapse. Yet, these interactions.

Figure 2. The topology and dynamics of large-mammal assemblages. (a) The average (+ s.d.) degree of relative nestedness (NODF*) and relative modularity (M*) of reconstructed Pleistocene predator–prey networks. The limits of the yellow rectangle define the range of values for modern African assemblages. Panel (b,c) depicts the effect of basic community properties on stability. Partial regression plots show the probability of stability of communities, $P_{st}$, as a function of predator richness (b) and the average body mass of prey (c) after controlling for all other variables. Different colours represent the assemblages from different continents, as coded in the map. Values for the y- and x-axes in (b,c) were standardized by removing the effects of the other variables in the regression model. Test statistics in electronic supplementary material, table S5.
intrinsic differences in stability could have interacted with external factors such as differences in the timing of human arrival [51], to generate the chronology of megafaunal extinctions in the Americas.

Second, our results from extinction simulations suggest simplified communities with smaller richness of both predator and prey species would be resilient. This result agrees with the general theoretical understanding that simpler systems are easier to attain stable dynamics than species-rich communities [15]. The simplified assemblages resulting from removal simulations are similar to present-day assemblages in the Americas. The richest modern large-mammal assemblages in the Americas, such as those in the Yellowstone Park or central South America [52,53], have no more than three large predators and half a dozen prey species, which is probably close to the Early Holocene scenario after the LQE. Even though our results suggest impoverished assemblages are more resilient to small perturbations than their Pleistocene counterparts, low diversity implies a lack of functional redundancy [23], which is often linked to increased vulnerability to extinction cascades [11,29]. We hypothesize that the composition of present-day large-mammal assemblages in the Americas is the consequence of rearrangements that resulted in communities resilient to small perturbations, such as small variations in population densities. However, such rearranged communities are so species-poor that they became highly vulnerable to species loss [23].

Third, we found the effects of humans should be greater in American Pleistocene assemblages than in Late Pleistocene or modern African assemblages. It has been argued that large mammals in Africa were less vulnerable to hunting because they coevolved with humans for millions of years [1]. Alternatively, modern African assemblages may represent assemblages that were rearranged in response to human influence at an earlier stage [1]. Both processes are candidate explanations for the differences in vulnerability to human impact we observed between African and American assemblages. Late Pleistocene assemblages in the Americas had more large herbivores than the African assemblages. Our analyses on the determinants of dynamics suggest that, in the absence of humans, large herbivores promote stability in large-mammal assemblages. However, human arrival would have shifted the effects of large herbivores on stability. Humans did not necessarily have to consume large amounts of all prey to have an impact on dynamics. By interacting with a broad range of prey, including the large herbivores, humans would greatly increase the connectivity and the proportion of strong interactions in Pleistocene assemblages, thus changing their network structure and dynamics in ways that made them more susceptible to the effects of perturbations. Here, we only simulated humans as generalized predators. This approach is a first step in understanding how humans could have altered the dynamics of Pleistocene interaction networks. However, more complex hunting behaviours could generate different patterns of interactions, thus affecting dynamics in different ways. For instance, although we focus here on predator–prey networks, recent work show the stability of food webs is hindered by highly connected species feeding on multiple levels [54]. As humans are capable of exploiting resources from different trophic levels in the food web, we hypothesize that destabilizing consequences of human arrival may have affected other subsets of Pleistocene communities.

We analysed dynamics under a framework, which, as any modelling approach, asks for simplifying assumptions. We acknowledge that factors not included in the models such as spatial heterogeneity or different mechanisms of interaction switches over time could produce unanticipated outcomes and decouple persistence and local stability by buffering the effects of perturbations. Yet, our approach allowed us to examine potential differences and similarities in the dynamics of ancient and modern large-mammal assemblages and bring more elements of community ecology to the debate. Future work should focus on evaluating the generality of our results by adapting other promising modelling approaches, such as adaptive network dynamics [55], Boolean networks [56] and structural stability analysis [44], to the study of predator–prey interactions. These additional approaches may allow the consideration of other layers of biological information and the investigation of the robustness of our findings.

Our results contribute to our understanding of Pleistocene extinctions by probing into the network organization and dynamics of Pleistocene assemblages. There is compelling archaeological evidence that humans hunted large Pleistocene herbivores in the Americas [45–47], but debate continues about whether human overhunting was the main driver of megafaunal extinction [2,7], or if other factors contributed to the LQE. Our results suggest humans, as predators that were able to exploit a variety of prey in Pleistocene communities, would have promoted structural changes in these systems, reducing the likelihood of stability, which in turn may favour extinction cascades and reduce species persistence when facing other extrinsic perturbations such as habitat alteration or climate change. Moreover, our findings have implications that go beyond the study of Pleistocene systems as they reveal that knowledge of basic aspects
of community structure and the network organization of species interactions may be important to understand past and future large extinction events. Such insights are increasingly important given the prevalence of human impact on contemporary faunas.
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